
Hulahoop
Designer: Alessandro Busana

Hulahoop is a family of tables, the name of which is inspired by the popular

game, which involves making a large circle rotate around the body. The

circle is the key figure of the base, made up of adjacent hollow rings that

develop in the space and visually overlap, offering an always changing

image, depending on the angle of observation. The result is a playful and

dynamic object, which is balanced by the minimal design of the top.  

Hulahoop offers multiple combinations of materials and dimensions. The

top - which is free of sharp edges, simple and clean-cut - is available in

various types of marble, wood, ceramic and glass. The decorative base is

made of metal painted in a host of different colours or with burnished

finish.

https://bonaldo.com/en


Width: 200cm

Depth: 108cm

Height: 75cm

Width: 250cm

Depth: 112cm

Height: 75cm

Width: 280cm

Depth: 115cm

Height: 75cm

Width: 300cm

Depth: 120cm

Height: 75cm

Width: 120cm

Depth: 120cm

Height: 75cm

Width: 140cm

Depth: 140cm

Height: 75cm

Width: 160cm

Depth: 160cm

Height: 75cm

Width: 180cm

Depth: 180cm

Height: 75cm

Solid wood

American walnut

Solid wood

Natural polished

oak

Solid wood

Coal polished oak

Veneered wood

Walnut Canaletto

Silk finish ceramic

Calacatta macchia

vecchia

Glossy ceramic

Calacatta

Glossy ceramic

Gold Onice

Mat ceramic

Ardesia grey

Mat ceramic

Laurent

Data sheet

Barrel-shaped top

Wood

Ceramic

Marble



Marble

Carrara

Marble

Calacatta

Marble

Emperador

Marble

Marquinia

Solid wood

Natural polished

oak

Solid wood

Coal polished oak

Solid wood

American walnut

Mat ceramic

Ardesia grey

Glossy ceramic

Calacatta

Silk finish ceramic

Calacatta macchia

vecchia

Glossy ceramic

Gold Onice

Mat ceramic

Laurent

Marble

Calacatta

Marble

Carrara

Marble

Emperador

Marble

Marquinia

Glass

Bronzed

Glass

Smoked

Glass

Transparent

Round top

Wood

Ceramic

Marble

Transparent Glass

Base



Painted metal

Mat white

Painted metal

Mat dove grey

Painted metal

Mat anthracite

grey

Painted metal

Mat black

Painted metal

Mat brown

Painted metal

Mat bronze

Painted metal

Mat lead

Painted metal

Mat pearl gold

Painted metal

Mat platinum

Metal

Plus Metal

The samples above represent the complete range of materials and finishes available for this product (regardless of the top shape or size, in the case of

tables). Fabrics, eco-leather, leather and emery leather shown in this website are a selection. Colors and finishes are approximate and may slightly differ

from actual ones. Please visit Bonaldo dealers to see the complete sample collection and get further details about our products.


